
Whah -One bought the right/ t to make a movie of Garrison's book what exactly was 

he buying pad making into his movie? 
IA/VIA 

According to Stone himself it is all of Garrison's work, if that wa may be used 

to describe his multitudinous conspirators in multitudinous conspiracies. 

Loose, as usual, with his words, Stone 	saidin his David Baron interview pub- 

lished in "Lagniappe" May 24 that he "j added the researches (sic) of about 2 

years on top of Jim." 

Laura Miller, writing about Stone's "ig, meaty, much-ballyhooed, full-length, star-

studded extravaganza of a movie" in that month "D Magazine," in Dallas, outlines the 

conspiracy Garrison alleges in his book - "it was factions inside the government, in-

eluding the F.B.I., the CUft C.I.A., and the Secret Service. Oh, and the Dallas -Police 

Department and the Dallas County Sheriff's Department.'  
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If this falls a bit short of what I recall 	alleged, it is from an impartial source 

and I do not pretend to be impartial. 

How Garrison managed to overlook an "assassination team" of self-starters," words 

I've heard him use from the Special Alympics I dont know. Maybe he did and I just can't 

remember all the conspirators he mentioned at one time or another. 

Most responsible people, intending honesty and truthfulness, reading ofSo vast a 

conspiracy involving ao many agencies as only those Miller lists, might pause for a rol 

moment and wonder whether-Wit is humanly possible1,1 human nature, for as large a number 

of agency and individual conspirators as Garrison's book alone requires, to let more 

than a quarter of a century pass without a word of regret, or of boasted accomplishment, 

or a written statement before death when after so long a time some certainly were aware 

that death impended and died. Or in self-defense if accused or identified, a record of 

some kind to be retrieved. 

Is it possible that each and every one of the very,very many in all those govern-

ment agencies had not a bit of concern over accusation or detection and thus was without 

any record of following official orders to use that as a defense? 

That each and every one of these very many had absolute confidence that not one of 
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those many others would squeel, giving h in some need to be able to somehow defend him- 

self? 

Not one told a wife, a son, a daughter or a friend? qfr frfre14W/h-d-4071-e  """11411  " 

And how about the ve=Inttitude within those agencies who could not avpid 

having some knowledge? Or some reason to be suspicious? All of these people and not a 

single one worried about being charged as an accessory, before of after the fact or both? 

This ie. not't4-include those he accused of conspiring to cover it all up, all those 

in all the.agencies who were aware of information not provided to the Warren Commission 

or to other agencies that had the need and the right to know, for example, those who 

provide information to the FBI and the Secret Service, which did virtually all of the 

Commission's information-collecting. Q16, there never was any real investigation so I do 

not use that word. Sege 	  

It also does not include all the Members and counsel of the Warren Commission, 

which without doubt had information it did not follow up, apei-eports that Oswald was 

connected with a federal agency. They also did not follow up on information they had that 

Oswald was not the complete loner their &port as well as the f--1:13841;szulscotgmeemaam-of 

the FBitsays he was. 

All those with any kind of participation in this vast conspiracy were subject to the 

most serious charges, federal and state, as also were all those with any knowledge at all, 

which greatly enlarges the number of very vulnerable people, and after more than a quarter 

of a century, not a peep from anyone? 

If Oliver atone, Oscars and all, believes that, the wonder is that the Brooklyn 

Bridge was not sold to him - three times. 

But seeing what he saw in it he went for it, hook, line and stinker that it is. 

his to precede-Garrison's record, what he failed to investigate that is relevant 

and what he said on all sides of everything. 


